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Errors and trust 

are welcomed as 
opportunities to 

learn

Not knowing, making mistakes and failure are all celebrated at Stonefields



What learning looks like...
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Self verbalisation 

& self 
questioning
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Evaluation and 

reflection









Episode I: 2010



Hub 1



Episode II: 2013





Hub 6



Hub 7





(Rogue One): 2017 





Episode III & IV: 2020



What... 
are you trying to 
improve?



How might 
space amplify 
(y)our vision for 
learning & 
teaching?



How are learners using & thinking about space?













Data Trends 
Question 2 Breakout Spaces

Size-big- According to our data the breakout space is preferred smaller than larger because it 
easier to collaborate in and a lot more inclosed and not to spacious - Learner Results
Quiet- A quiet space is the winner against more noisy spaces. Learners like it more when they 
can have a private and quiet space that puts them in the zone for learning. - Learner results
Collaborative- Learners have also enjoyed having a good place to be able to collaborate, it 
makes it easy to find answers and to explore in the future for their breakthroughs. -Learner 
Results
Warmth- The most preferred temperature in the rooms is  warmth it makes it feel comfy and 
cosy that can make them feel really nice? - Learner Results



Data Trends 
Question 4 Chairs
Wobbly - Our survey shows that wobbly chairs are one of the preferred chairs 
scoring over 50% in our survey. These chairs are good because it sometimes 
nice to move around and fidget without being to distracting.
Tall - According to our results tall chairs are a favorite amongst the senior 
school. These chairs are good because they fit with the interactive whiteboard 
tables.
Low - Our results show low tables are good ‘because working on the floor is 
sometimes nicer than working on the tables’ according to some learners. So 
we use things like lily pad ottomans for working on the floor.





Where are we in the 
Learning Process?

What is the question we are 
asking?

How will we do it? What will we need

Building knowledge 
1. Bring what I know
2. Use my senses

How are learners using space at 
School? 

What examples can we collect of 
learners: 

● Collaborating
● Reflecting
● Learning in small groups 
● Learning in large groups
● In a workshop
● Making stuff
● Conferencing with a teacher
● Learning independently

*We can add to this list before we 
start

Introduction: Mr B will spend fifteen minutes 
introducing day, the expectations, and the 
concept of ‘learning setting’. We will be 
using this concept across the day.

Observing & recording:
Here we will be researchers in the field. 
We will be spending time in the hubs 
watching what is going on and collecting 
lots of photos of how learners are using the 
space. We will need to be observing 
carefully, (trying not to impact on what is 
going on), and making decisions about 
what we record. 

Note, we are much better off getting more 
photos than we need than less so don’t be 
afraid of taking lots!

We’ll add them to a shared folder, print 
them off and then start sorting and grouping 
them.

*A charged up ipad with 
access to your Google 
account so that you can 
take photos and upload to 
a shared folder (Learners 
to organise)

If this is looking tricky for 
you please let me know by 
the end of Monday.

Survey of Stonefields School learners (Keira, Mary, Isabella, Madi) Thanks to Mina Dijkstra (Workshop co-designer)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/19YAvG5hj_wDirQHtSKeq6TSz8XP3G7gGqi-TKEzuNLA/edit?usp=sharing_eip&ts=5b70d1d0


Typology
[tahy-pol-uh-jee]

1. a systematic classification or study of types.

Link here

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZBzXYR8aQdgnzUL3UjVp5WwU_MVhk0Je5JwBCSpeZmk/edit
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Source: Fisher, 2005 











Episode III & IV: 2020













Intentional focus


